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Where Are We Now?

T
he past decade has been

dominated by the rise and fall

of metal-on-metal (MoM) as a

bearing surface in THA. Unfortu-

nately, the treatment of patients who

have adverse local tissue reactions

from MoM THA, specifically major

soft-tissue damage, continues to pre-

sent considerable challenges. The

current study by Penrose and col-

leagues examined the Medicare

database, detailing and comparing the

outcome of revision for MoM and non-

MoM THA. Their conclusions indicate

similar high risks of dislocation,

infection, and rerevision in both

groups. This comparison to the more-

traditional cohort of patients undergo-

ing acetabular revision THA is

certainly helpful in counseling affected

patients, particularly with regard to

infection risk, which has been a major

issue in some series [3].

Where Do We Need To Go?

Determining the etiology of these

adverse events is the vital next step.

Instability following primary and

revision THA represents a leading

cause of failure, which is once again

demonstrated in this cohort. The

specific challenges vary on a case-by-

case basis, and there may well be

vastly different reasons for high

proportions of patient who experi-

ence dislocation in the two groups

considered. Instability following

THA is often multifactorial and we

need to document and understand

these risk factors and how they

interact [1].

The MoM group itself can in fact

present a diverse group, in which some

of the patients may have been identi-

fied through a recall program at an

early stage in the natural history of

adverse local tissue reactions. One

would anticipate that patients with this

history might be at less perioperative

risk that patients presenting later with

massive abductor muscle destruction.

Bearing failure in MoM is also

‘‘clouded’’ by the influence of taper

failure in this cohort, and our under-

standing of these complex mechanical

as biological mechanisms continue to

evolve [2].
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How Do We Get There?

Many centers that embraced MoM did

so in large numbers, resulting in a

robust recall and monitoring process for

affected patients. In order to reduce

complication rates and improve out-

comes on-going surveillance and

reporting from these groups will be

necessary. Investigation into the natural

history of bearing failure in MoM

implants needs to continue to inform

our clinical decision making for this

patient population. The large data sets

provided by national joint registries

were pivotal in the in the initial iden-

tification of high early failure rates with

some MoM implants. This of course led

to the recall of certain MoM implant

designs. Moving forward registry data

will be particularly helpful to detail the

outcome of implant designs that are

utilized to prevent and treat instability,

namely dual mobility and Constrained

Acetabular Liners (CALs).

Regarding dislocation, we need to

focus our efforts on understanding how

risk factors interact: Is it additive or

multiplicative? For those risk factors

that cannot be modified, a proven

method such as risk stratification could

aid implant selection and help prevent

dislocation. The current indications for

the use of dual mobility bearings and

CALs remains unclear. We need to

better understand the group of patients

that would most benefit from these

implants. It may be that these implants

are to be considered as salvage devi-

ces, but what we need to accurately

define what constitutes a ‘‘salvage

patient’’ particularly regarding the

spectrum of soft-tissue loss around the

hip. In many cases, these deficiencies

can range from localized damage to

the posterior capsule and short rotators

to massive abductor loss.
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